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- - -- -
Objectives and outcomes —please set out your original scope and how you implemented your
aims. Please specify the contribution of the individual centres

Our proposal aimed to identify and validate miRNAs as future blood biomarkers for OA by a 2 step
approach.

• Identify a miRNA signature predicting severe OA of the hip and/or knee joint.
• Validation and confirmation in additional cohorts across Europe and towards OA in

additional joints such as hand OA.

--- - -
Budget -please share a separate financial report and only outline the overview below

Budget for the discovery analyses (miRNA isolation from plasma and miRNA sequencing) has been
finalized, including the staff effort for wet labwork and initial bioinformatics to map miRNA
sequences to the genome and perform initial miRNA differential analyses has been performed.
Analyses identifying miRNA signatures is ongoing. Replication and validation of the miRNA signature
by RT-gPCR is planned in the first half of 2017.
finks to publications
Not applicable yet.
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Please add a lay summary of max % ̀ Din A 4 page
Up until now strikingly little progress has been ,
made in the development of disease modifying ,.;Ss~es ~ , "

neRNA . ~ ~ í~"'~ Vesselos~eoarthritis (OA) drugs. Lack of insighï into ~ ~~ ,, 2,}~~,
the dïversity of underlying OA pathophysiology --~ ;~~4~~` ~'~-~~ ~, ``"
and absence of tools to stratify patients 1--L—I ' ,~'~/, 4 ~ ,.
based on required mode of action have likely
contributed to the diminished progress. For that Figure 1. Circulating miRNAs; regulate
matter, the pump and prime project ~~MiCro (disease) processes in tissues and excreted
RNAs as Biomarkers in Osteoarthritis" to the circulation as messengers where they
encouraged exploration of a potential new can be measured non-invasively
biomarkers source being micro RNAs (miRNA). miRNAs are small RNA molecules ',
regulating (disease) processes in tissues. Unique is the fact that miRNAs can be secreted
as messenger from tissues into the circulation where they were found to reflect ongoing ~'
(pathophysiological) conditions (Figure 1). Based on a compelling initial study of Beyer ~'~
et al. 2014, we hypothesize that miRNAs are valuable molecular biomarkers for I,
predicting underlying OA disease pathophysiology and respective progression. In the ~'
pump and prime project we were able to establish isolation of miRNAs from relative
small amount of plasma (100 ~L) that was of excellent quality and quantity for next
generation RNA-sequencing and RT-gPCR. As such significant differences in circulating

miRNAs between OA cases and controls were
identified. Notably, the results of the pilot study

. - ~~ appeared a stepping stone ín accessing larger grantg _

s ~ . . money which concurrently established extension of our
research question; a high quality miRNA sequencing

~ ~- '~ ~ data set was established in overla in human~ m pP~ 9
~ ~ ~~~ ;~~:~.~'•;°~~~. '. .` samples of cartïlage and plasma. Preliminary data

.~ ` ~~;- ~ analyses showed promising correlation of miRNAs
detected in plasma and cartilage, suggesting that

o - circulating miRNA could indeed report on cartilage
G specific processes (Figure 2) and thus potentially

J Mean centered log counts
Cartilage enhance clinical trial development in the near future.

Figure 2. Correlation of miRrvA level The current approach is incorporated in a pending
detected in cartilage and plasma. H2O20 grant application.
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